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An Association RuleAn Association Rule
(in Transactional Database)(in Transactional Database)

A transactional databaseA transactional database
–– A set of transactions, where a transaction is a A set of transactions, where a transaction is a 

set of itemsset of items

Association ruleAssociation rule is a rule of a form Ais a rule of a form A⇒⇒B, B, 
where A and B are sets of itemswhere A and B are sets of items
Interpretation of an association ruleInterpretation of an association rule
–– ““If a transaction contains a set of items A, it is If a transaction contains a set of items A, it is 

likely to contain a set of items Blikely to contain a set of items B””



Association Rules Association Rules -- measuresmeasures

SupportSupport
–– Probability that items from AProbability that items from A∪∪B occur together B occur together 

in a transactionin a transaction
ConfidenceConfidence
–– Conditional probability that transaction Conditional probability that transaction 

contains the set B provided that it contains the contains the set B provided that it contains the 
set Aset A

Minimal support and confidence threshold Minimal support and confidence threshold 
are used to eliminate uninteresting rulesare used to eliminate uninteresting rules



Association Rules Association Rules -- termsterms

FrequentFrequent itemsetitemset
–– AnAn itemsetitemset, which satisfies the condition of , which satisfies the condition of 

minimal supportminimal support

Strong association ruleStrong association rule
–– An association rule, which satisfies the An association rule, which satisfies the 

condition of minimal support and minimal condition of minimal support and minimal 
confidenceconfidence



Association Rules Association Rules 
in Relational Databasesin Relational Databases

Two types of attributesTwo types of attributes
–– Categorical attributesCategorical attributes

»» e.g. town, job …e.g. town, job …
»» Finite set of possible valuesFinite set of possible values
»» Some of wellSome of well--known methods can be usedknown methods can be used

–– Quantitative attributesQuantitative attributes
»» e.g. age, pricee.g. age, price
»» Infinite set of possible valuesInfinite set of possible values
»» Implicit ordering is definedImplicit ordering is defined



Related work Related work -- II

Quantitative association rulesQuantitative association rules
–– Contain predicates of a form Contain predicates of a form ((AttrAttr==valval)) or or 

intervalsintervals
–– A measure A measure “K“K--partial completeness”:partial completeness”: ensures ensures 

that intervals are not too large and too smallthat intervals are not too large and too small
–– Consecutive joining intervals into largerConsecutive joining intervals into larger
–– Disadvantage: doesn’t respect the semantics of Disadvantage: doesn’t respect the semantics of 

data (needs initialdata (needs initial equiequi--depthdepth discretizationdiscretization))



Related work Related work -- IIII

Distance based methodsDistance based methods
–– Using of clustering methods to find intervals Using of clustering methods to find intervals 

into association rulesinto association rules
–– 11stst step: Find clusters of quantitative valuesstep: Find clusters of quantitative values
–– 22ndnd step: Create the association rulesstep: Create the association rules
–– TThe semantics of datahe semantics of data is respectedis respected



Average Distance Based MethodAverage Distance Based Method
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Average distanceAverage distance
–– Searching for a value Searching for a value vv, , which has a number of which has a number of 

neighbors in a short distance defined by a neighbors in a short distance defined by a 
measuremeasure

–– Definition:Definition:

»» nn……number of neighbors number of neighbors 
»» vvii……neighborsneighbors



Average Distance Based MethodAverage Distance Based Method

Average DistanceAverage Distance
–– Number of neighbors Number of neighbors can be counted from the can be counted from the 

minimum support thresholdminimum support threshold
n = minsupp * numrows

»» numrowsnumrows … number of rows in a table… number of rows in a table

–– Value of Value of maximal average distancemaximal average distance ((MaxADMaxAD) ) 
must be entered for each quantitative attribute must be entered for each quantitative attribute 
in a relational table as a parameterin a relational table as a parameter



Average Distance Based MethodAverage Distance Based Method

Precision (P)Precision (P)
–– Value used to choose the values Value used to choose the values vv
–– Determines the precision of values in resultant Determines the precision of values in resultant 

association rulesassociation rules
Ex.: If P=2, values of quantitative attributes Ex.: If P=2, values of quantitative attributes 
contained in association rules will be evencontained in association rules will be even

–– Determines number of steps of the algorithmDetermines number of steps of the algorithm
–– Also must be entered for each quantitative Also must be entered for each quantitative 

attribute in a tableattribute in a table



Average Distance Based MethodAverage Distance Based Method

Method overviewMethod overview
–– Categorical attributes processingCategorical attributes processing –– discovery discovery 

of frequentof frequent itemsetsitemsets from data in categorical from data in categorical 
columnscolumns

–– Quantitative attributes processingQuantitative attributes processing –– process process 
the attributes one by one …the attributes one by one …

–– Association rules generatingAssociation rules generating –– create create 
association rules from frequentassociation rules from frequent itemsetsitemsets



Example Example –– II
(Categorical attributes processing)(Categorical attributes processing)

Age Salary Car Country
19 15000 VW Golf Czech Rep.

20 20000 Opel Astra Germany
44 14000 Ferrari Germany
20 21000 VW Golf Czech Rep.

: : : :

Categorical attributesQuantitative attributes

Frequent  itemsets after categorical attributes processing:

{ Car = ‘VW Golf’, Country = Czech Rep.}
{ Country = Germany}
… 



Quantitative attributes processingQuantitative attributes processing

Result: Set of frequentResult: Set of frequent itemsetsitemsets containing values of containing values of 
both categorical and quantitative attributesboth categorical and quantitative attributes
For each frequentFor each frequent itemsetitemset and each quantitative and each quantitative 
attribute, the values of an attribute areattribute, the values of an attribute are discretizeddiscretized
and found interesting values are added to an and found interesting values are added to an itemsetitemset
Steps:Steps:

1.1. Construction of a number sequenceConstruction of a number sequence
2.2. Searching for interesting valuesSearching for interesting values
3.3. Adding the interesting values to the frequent Adding the interesting values to the frequent itemsetitemset



Example Example –– IIII
(Construction of a Number Sequence)(Construction of a Number Sequence)

Age Salary Car Country
19 15000 VW Golf Czech Rep.

20 20000 Opel Astra Germany
44 14000 Ferrari Germany
20 21000 VW Golf Czech Rep.

: : : :

FI: {Car = ‘VW Golf’, Country = Czech Rep.}

Number sequence:

3333242421211717 34342020191919191919

Added values



Example Example –– IIIIII
(Searching for Interesting Values)(Searching for Interesting Values)

Number sequence:

3333242421211717 34342020191919191919

MaxAD=1
P=1; n=6

v = 19 => AD=0.83 => is interesting

v = 20 => AD = 1.17 => is not interesting

New frequent itemset:

{Car = ‘VW Golf’, Country = Czech Rep., Age = 19}



Frequent Frequent ItemsetsItemsets With Several With Several 
Quantitative AttributesQuantitative Attributes

1.1. Assume that we have a frequentAssume that we have a frequent itemsetitemset FI FI 
containing one quantitative value. We will denote containing one quantitative value. We will denote 
c the cluster of values represented by a value v.c the cluster of values represented by a value v.

2.2. Choose a quantitative attribute, which has not Choose a quantitative attribute, which has not 
been processed yet.been processed yet.

3.3. ValValues of a selected quantitative attribute from ues of a selected quantitative attribute from 
rows in which values of categorical attributes rows in which values of categorical attributes 
correspond to the values in FI are stored into an correspond to the values in FI are stored into an 
ordered number sequenceordered number sequence



FrequentFrequent ItemsetsItemsets With Several With Several 
Quantitative AttributesQuantitative Attributes

4.4. Find interesting values in this number sequenceFind interesting values in this number sequence

5.5. Create new frequentCreate new frequent itemsetsitemsets by adding new by adding new 
interesting values to the actual frequentinteresting values to the actual frequent itemsetitemset
FI.FI.

6.6. Repeat the steps 2Repeat the steps 2--5 for each quantitative 5 for each quantitative 
attribute in the table, which has not been attribute in the table, which has not been 
processed yet.processed yet.



Example Example -- IVIV

FI: {Car = ‘VW Golf’, Country = Czech Rep., Age = 19}

Cluster representing the item “Age = 19”: c=17..21

Age Salary Car Country
19 15000 VW Golf Czech Rep.

20 20000 Opel Astra Germany
44 14000 Ferrari Germany
20 21000 VW Golf Czech Rep.

17 22000 VW Golf Czech Rep.

Values stored to the number sequence



ExperimentsExperiments

Method was implemented in JavaMethod was implemented in Java
Experiments:Experiments:
–– Data from a medical studyData from a medical study
–– Data mining task contained:Data mining task contained:

»» 2 categorical attributes (frequency of drinking 2 categorical attributes (frequency of drinking 
alcohol, physical activity in work)alcohol, physical activity in work)

»» 2 quantitative attributes (weight, systolic blood 2 quantitative attributes (weight, systolic blood 
pressure)pressure)



Experimental results Experimental results -- II
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Experimental results Experimental results -- IIII
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Experimental results Experimental results -- IIIIII

Order of quantitative attributes processingOrder of quantitative attributes processing
–– It is better to process first:It is better to process first:

»» Attributes with lower precisionAttributes with lower precision
»» Attributes with higher maximal average distanceAttributes with higher maximal average distance

Solution: A heuristics (H)Solution: A heuristics (H)

–– missing:missing: number of missing values of the attributesnumber of missing values of the attributes
–– numrowsnumrows:: number of rows in the table

)1(
numrows
missing

P
MaxADH −⋅=

number of rows in the table



ConclusionConclusion
Advantages of the methodAdvantages of the method
–– Separation of categorical and quantitative Separation of categorical and quantitative 

attributes processing => may be more effectiveattributes processing => may be more effective
–– Quantitative items in association rules can be in Quantitative items in association rules can be in 

the form the form ((AttrAttr==valval)) => may be more useful => may be more useful 
informationinformation

Future worksFuture works
–– Find suitable data structures to store number Find suitable data structures to store number 

sequences and effective algorithm for searching sequences and effective algorithm for searching 
in themin them

–– Comparison with other methodsComparison with other methods
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